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1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper we shall use G to denote any finite soluble group. In 
this note, we generalize a concept of B. Fischer, viz., of the reducer in G of 
a subgroup H of G. Fischer used these “reducers” to construct a Carter 
subgroup of G as the limit of a series of subgroups of G. In Section 2 of this 
paper, we define the s-reducer in G of a subgroup H of G, where 9 is the 
local (saturated) formation defined by a set of nonempty subgroup closed 
formations {f(p)>. In the same section we develope the main properties of these 
“F-reducers” and we also give a different characterization of them which is a 
generalization of the work of A. Mann [6]. The main result of the second 
section is Theorem 2.15, in which it is shown that the 9-projectors of G are 
characterized as the “self T-reducing s-subgroups” of G. In Sections 3 and 
4, we construct two series of subgroups of G, which are generalizations of 
those of Fischer, the limit in each case being an F-projector of G. 
We assume that the reader is familiar with the concepts of (saturated) 
formations, %-normalizers, and p-projectors (covering p-subgroups); we 
refer the reader to Carter and Hawkes [3]. 
We shall use the following notation and terminology throughout. Y and 
N denote, respectively, the classes of finite soluble and finite nilpotent 
groups. If % is a class of groups and n is a set of primes, then LZv denotes the 
class of .%-groups that are also r-groups. The symbols < and < mean 
“is a subgroup of” and “is a proper subgroup of”, respectively; also if X is a 
subset of G than (X> denotes the subgroup of G generated by X. 
11 Sylow basis of G is a complete set Z = {S,,) of S-p-low p-complements 
(Sylowp’-subgroups) of G, one for each prime p; for reference, see P. Hall [4]. 
If H is a subgroup of G, then 2 is said to reduce into H if N n ,Z = {H n A’,,> 
is a Sylow basis of H. 
A subgroup H of G is said to be pronormal in G if for each element g in G, 
Hand Hg are conjugate in (H, Hg). His said to be abnormal in G if for each 
element g in G, g belongs to (H, Hg). 
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Any further notation or terminology will be introduced as and when 
required. 
2. F-REDUCERS AND THEIR BASIC PROPERTIES 
Suppose that .F is the local (saturated) formation defined by the formation 
function;; i.e., 
where for each prime p, P(p) is a formation (cf. [3]). 
Remark. Throughout this paper we make the following basic assumptions 
about the formation functionf: 
(i) J is integrated, i.e., J(p) C 9 for all primes p, and 
[ii) each formation f(p) is subgroup closed, i.e., if GE{(~) and H is 
a subgroup of G, then H E+(P). 
Throughout this note, if X is a group, we shah use X” to denote the 
/@)-residual of X, . lx., the smallest normal subgroup of X with factor group 
anf(p)-group. It is clear that 
(2. I) Ij. U k a subgroup of G, then UP is contained in G1’. 
DEFINITION. If .Z’ = (S,,) is a Sylow basis of G, then the .9-basis of G 
associated with .Z is the collection of subgroups 
F(Z) = {S,, n Gp]. 
By lemma 3.1 of [3], it follows that 
D = N&F(E)) = n N&Q f~ Gg) 
P 
is the .F-normalizer of G associated to 2’. 
DEFINITION. The P-basis P(Z) = (SD, n GP} reduces into the subgroup 
U of G if (S,,nGPn Upl, is an P-basis of U, i.e., if (S,, n Up> is an 
s-basis of U (by 2.1). 
Thus 9(E) reduces into U if and only if there exists a Sylow basis 7 = (Cl-,,> 
of !I,’ such that S,, n UP = U,, n UP for all primes p. Alternatively, F(C) 
reduces into U if and only if S,, n UP is a Sylow p-complement of UP for 
each prime p. 
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Notation. If P(Z) = (S,, n GP) reduces into the subgroup U of G, 
then we write 9(Z) n U = (S,, n UD}. 
Remark. If we took for P the function f(p) = the class of unit groups, for 
all primes p, then fl = Jlr and the g-basis F(X) is just the Sylow basis Z. 
Moreover, F(Z) reduces into the subgroup U of G, in the above sense, if 
and only if Z reduces into U in the usual sense of Section 1. 
LEMMA 2.2. Suppose that U is a subgroup of G and 2 is a Sylow basis of G 
reducing into U. Then the g-basis 9(Z) of G also reduces into U. 
Proof. Let 2 = (S,,}, so that for each prime p, S,, n U is a Sylow 
$-subgroup of U. Since UP is a normal subgroup of U, it follows, from 2.4 
of [2], that S,, n Up is a Sylow p’-subgroup of Up, for each prime p. Thus 
9(Z) reduces into CJ, as required. 
Remark. Since any Sylow basis of the subgroup U of G can be extended 
to a Sylow basis of G, Lemma 2.2 also shows that there is always some 
%-basis of G reducing into U. 
Notation. If 9(E) = (S,* n GP} is an F-basis of G, then for any 
element x in G 
the F-basis of G associated with the Sylow basis .P of G. 
DEFINITION. Suppose that U is a subgroup of G and F(Z) is an F-basis 
of G reducing into U. Define 
Ro( U, 9$X)) = (x E G; g(Z>, = F(P) reduces into U). 
Then, it is clear that 
(2.3) JfS(Z) and s(Z)2 are two s-bases of G reducing into the subgroup 
U of G, then RG( u; g(Z)) = R7,( u; 9+Yp). 
DEFINITION. Suppose that U is a subgroup of G, and let F(Z) be any 
s-basis of G which reduces into U. Then by 2.3 we may unambiguously 
define 
R,(U; 9-) = R,(U; 9(Z)). 
The subgroup R,(U; 9) of G we shall call the F-reducer of U in G. We 
recall that if .Z is a Sylow basis of G which reduces into U, then the subgroup 
Ro(U) = (x E G; .Zx reduces into 7J> of G, is called the reducer of U in G. 
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LEMMA 2.4. If U is a subgroup of G, then 
U < R&U) d I&( U; cF). 
Proof. It is clear that U < RG( U), that R,(U; -9) contains RG( U) 
follows directly from 2.2. 
Before proving the homomorphism invariance of these “F-reducers”, 
we first recall three elementary facts which we shall need. 
(2.5) If U < G and N is a normal subgroup of G, then 
(UN/N)* = UpNjN. 
(2.6) Suppose U < G and S is a Sylow w-subgroup of G reducing into U. 
Then ;f N is a normal subgroup of G 
SN/N n UN/N = (S n U)N/N 
i.~ a Sylow sr-subgroup of UN/N. 
(2.7) Suppose S is a a-subgroup of G, N is a norntal subgroup of G, SNjN 
is a SyIow x-subgroup of G/N and S n N is a Sylow r-subgroup of N. Then S 
is a Sylow rr-subgroup of G. 
THEOREM 2.8. If U is a subgroup of G and N is a ~tormal subgroup of G, 
then Ro,JUNjN; F) = Ro( U; .F)N/N. 
Proof. Take Z a Sylow basis of G reducing into U, then ZN/N is a Sylow 
basis of G/N which reduces into UN/N. We show that (i) if the F-basis 
F(zIp of G reduces into the subgroup U, then the F-basis F(PN/N) = 
cF(.ZNjN) CZ* of G/N reduces into UN/N. To see that this is so, 9(Zc>” reduces 
into U means that Sz, n UP is a Sylow p’-subgroup of Up for each prime p, 
where z” = (S,,}. Thus by 2.5 and 2.6, for all primes p, 
S;,N/N n (UN/NY = Sg,N]IN n UDNln: 
is a Sylow p’-subgroup of (UN/N)P. Thus by definition F(.PN/N) reduces 
into UN/N and (i) is established. 
Since Z reduces into U, it follows from 2.2 and (i) of the proof of 
Theorem 2.8 that 
R,(U; 9) = (x E G; .F(Z>” reduces into Vi 
RGiN(LTAT/N, 9) = (xN E GIN; @(.PN/iV) reduces into UN/N). 
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It now follows easily from (i) that 
RG( u; F)N/N d R&UN/N; 9). 
Now Z reduces into U, so by 2.8 of [2], it follows that Z reduces into UN. 
Thus for each prime p, S,, n UN = (SD, n U)(S,, n N) is a Sylow 
p’-subgroup of UN. 
Suppose XN is a generator of R,&UN/N; 9), i.e., suppose that 
$(,PN/N) reduces into UN/N. Then for each prime p, 
is a Sylow p’-subgroup of USN/N. Hence by the modular law 
(SC, n UpN)N/N is a Sylow p’-subgroup of UPNIN. But (S,“, n UPN) n N 
is a Sylow p’-subgroup of N, thus by 2.7, S$ n WN is a Sylow p’-subgroup 
of tPN. Extend this subgroup to a Sylow p’-subgroup of UN, Vg say, for 
each prime p. Now (VP,> is a Sylow basis of UN, and therefore there exists 
an element w in UN such that (A’,, n UN)w = VW, for all primes p. There- 
fore, 
for allp. Now UPN is a normal subgroup of UN and so 
SzYel n U’N = S,, n U’N, for all p. 
Hence Sgr-’ n up = SD, n .?P is a Sylow p’-subgroup of Up for each 
prime p. Therefore, 5(ZpW-’ reduces into U. Thus xw-l E Rc(U; 9) and 
x E RG( U; %) UN = RG( U; F)N, by 2.4. Therefore, XN E Rc( U; 9)N/N 
and hence R,,,(UNIN, 9) ,( R,(U, .F)N/N. Thus by the previous 
inequality the theorem is complete. 
LEMMA 2.9. Suppose U < E < G, E E 9, and P(X) is an 9-basis of 
G which reduces into both E and U. Then ifF(Z) x reduces into E, it also reduces 
into U. 
Proof. Let Z = (S,,). Now E ~9 = n, 9??,Y3f(p), implies that 
EP E YD,YD for each primep. Hence S,, n EP = O,(EP), the largest normal 
p’-subgroup of EP, for all p. Therefore if F(Zp reduces into E, then since 
St. n Ep is a Sylow p’-subgroup of EP, we must have that S$ n Ep = 
O,,(EP) = S,, n Es for each primep. Now by 2.1, UP < ET, and, therefore, 
Sg, n UP = S,, n Up, a Sylow $-subgroup of Up since F(Z) reduces into 
U. This, for each prime p, implies that F(Z:)5 reduces into U as required. 
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COROLLARY 2.10. Suppose that U < E :< G, and E E +-. Then 
E < R&U; 9). 
Proof. Let .E be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into both U and E. 
Then by 2.2, P-(Z) reduces into both U and E. If e E E, then s(Z)” reduces 
into E, and, therefore, into U, by 2.9. Therefore, e E Ro(U; g), and hence 
the result follows. 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose U is a subgroup of G, and the s-basis 9(Z) of G 
reduces into CT. Then F(Z) also reduces into R,(U; 9). 
Proof. Let D be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into both U and 
A = R&U; 9); such a Sylow basis exists by 2.4. Using 2.2, we have .9(Z) 
and F(D) = .~(Z)Y both reducing into U. Hence y E R,(U; 9) = R. It 
follows that Z reduces into R and 2.2 now yields the result. 
Now it is well-known from the study of reducers that the following two 
properties hold: 
(A) d subgroup H of G is abnormal in G ;f and only if H = Ro(H), 
(Abnormal subgroups are “self-reducing” by the lemma, p. 360 of [l]; 
that self-reducing subgroups are abnormal can be easily shown by induction 
on the order of 6). 
(B) d subgroup H of G is a Carter subgroup (i.e., an Ar-projector) of G 
if and o?zly if H = R,(H) EM. (For Carter subgroups are abnormal and 
therefore self-reducing by (A); since N,(H) < R,(H) for any subgroup H of 
G, it follows that self-reducing nilpotent subgroups of G are Carter subgroups 
of G). 
We show in Theorems 2.14 and 2.15 that both these statements may be 
generalized to the cases 
(A) where His an F-abnormal subgroup of G, 
(B) where His an F-projector of G. 
Before doing this we recall the following fact: 
(2.12) Suppose S is a Sylow n-subgroup of G for some set of primes rr. 
Suppose further that G = Hkr where H is a normal subgroup of G, and S 1~ K 
is a Sylow v-subgroup of the subgroup K of G. Then S = (5’ n H)(S n K). 
LEMMA 2.13. If Ill is an .F-abnormal maximal subgroup of G, then 
M = R&W; .9=). 
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Proof. Suppose that M has index pa in G. We recall that M is s-abnormal 
in G if M/Core M $f(p). 
Assume that M is g-abnormal in G; we show by induction on the order 
of G that M is “self s-reducing” in G. 
Let K = Core M. If K # 1, our induction hypothesis implies &i’/K = 
RGIK(M/K; 9) = R,(M; 3)/K (by 2.8), since M/K is an P-abnormal 
maximal subgroup of G/K. The result is, therefore, proven in this case; 
so we may assume without loss of generality that Core M = 1. 
Let N be any minimal normal subgroup of G. Then since Core M = 1, 
we must have G = Nhl and N n M = 1. Suppose that there exists two 
distinct minimal normal subgroups Nr and Na of G. Then Nr centralizes Na , 
and it follows that 1 # M n N,Na is a normal subgroup of G and hence 
Core M # 1, a contradiction. Therefore, G has a unique minimal normal 
normal subgroup N. 
Let 4 be any prime, and suppose that Gq + 1. Then N < Gq and hence 
by2.1,Nh@<Gq.SinceMnN=l, 
G/Nhgq E M/%-q +(q). 
Since NMq is a normal subgroup of G, it follows that Gq = NM% 
Suppose that Gp = 1. Then GE+(~) and hence M~f(p) since f(p) is 
assumed to be subgroup closed. M is therefore F-normal, which is a contra- 
diction. Therefore Gp # 1, and hence Gp = NMp. 
Let Z = (S,,} b e a Sylow basis of G which reduces into BI. Then 
9$?) n M = {S,t n Mq> is an F-basis of M. Now P(Z) reduces into M, 
so suppose x is a generator of R&l, 9)) i.e., suppose that F(Zp reduces 
into M. Then {Sz, n MQ) is another s-basis of M, so by the conjugacy of 
s-bases, there exists an element m in M such that SzP n il& = S,, n Mq, 
for all primes q. Therefore, 
Sz? n G’ = Szr? n NM’ = (Sz? n M’)(Lz~~!~ n N), by 2.12 
=STnM’sinceNisap-group(INI = lG:hZI =p*) 
= S,, n hP = (S,? n Mp)(S,t n N) 
= S,. n Gp. 
If q is a prime different from p and Gq -# 1, then Gq = NMq and the same 
reasoning as above shows that SzY n Gq = S,< n Gq. If GQ = 1, then 
trivially Sg?’ n Gq = SqP n Gq. Thus for all primes q, SzTm n Gq = S,- n GQ. 
Therefore, AXZ E n, No(S,, n G*) = N&F(Z)). But by 4.3 of [3], 
NG(F(Z)) < M. Therefore, xm E M, and hence x EM. Thus R,(M; 9) < M, 
and by 2.4 we have the desired result. 
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DEFINITION. If H is a subgroup of G, then His an F-abnormal subgroup 
of G is every link in every maximal chain joining El to G is %-abnormal; 
i.e., H is an F-abnormal subgroup of G if, whenever H < M <L < G and 
M is a maximal subgroup of L, then M is an .9-abnormal subgroup of L. 
THEOREM 2.14. H is an ~-abnormal subgroup of G ;f and o&y <I 
H = R&H; .F). 
Proof. Suppose, first, that H is an F-abnormal subgroup of G. We show 
by induction on the order of G, that H is “self P-reducing” in G. Let 
R = R,(H; 3). Th en Ii is an 9-abnormal subgroup of R. So, if R is a 
proper subgroup of G, our induction hypothesis implies that E-l = R,(H; 9). 
However, it is clear that R,(H, 9) = R. Therefore, H = R, as required. 
Thus without loss of generality we may assume that R == G. We have to 
show that H = R, so assume for a contradiction that H < G. If AT is a 
-minimal normal subgroup of G, then HN/N is an %-abnormal subgroup of 
GIN, so by induction, 
HN/N = R,,,,\,(HN/N; cF) = RN/N = G/N by 2.8. 
Thus J$N = G, and since H < G, we must have H n N < N. Now N is 
Abelian, so H n N is a normal subgroup of G. Therefore, H n M = 1. 
H is, therefore, an s-abnormal maximal subgroup of 6, and so H = R, by 
2.13, a contradiction. Therefore H = G = R as required. 
Conversely, suppose H = R&H; .9) is not an P-abnormal subgroup of 6. 
Then there exist subgroups M and L of G such that H < M <L < G and M 
is an .%-normal maximal subgroup of L. Therefore, if / L : M [ = pa and 
K = Core,(M) = I)z.L ilIE, then M/K E{(P). Hence Mp < K. 
Let E = (S,,) be a Sylow basis of G which reduces into H, M and L. 
Then 9(C) reduces into H by 2.2. Let S, be the Sylow p-subgroup of G in 
2, i.e., S, = nafP S,, . Since .Z reduces into L, S, n L and S,, r\ L are 
Sylow p- and p’-subgroups of L, so L = (S, n L)(S,, n L). Let x E S, n L. 
Since K is a normal subgroup of L, Sg, n K and S,i n K are Sylow p’-sub- 
groups of K. Now K = (K n S,)(K n SD,), so there exists an element 
nz E S, n K such that S;Y n K = SD, n K. Therefore, SF! n ill” = 
S,. n Mp. 
For 4 # p, xm E S, < S,, , therefore SzY n Mq = S,, I? J1q. Thus for 
all primes Q, Sz? n lW = S,l n n/IQ. By 2.1 we, therefore, have S;? n HQ =I 
S,, n HQ, a g-complement of Hq, for all primes q, Thus F(Zzm) reduces into 
N and xm E R,(H, 9) = H. Therefore, xm E M and hence x E M. Hence 
S, n L < M. But .E n L reduces into n/I; so by 2.5 of [2], S,, n L < M. 
Therefore, L = (S,, n L)(S, n L) . IS contained in -M, a contradiction. Thus 
His an F-abnormal subgroup of G as required. 
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THEOREM 2.15. Suppose H is a subgroup of G. Then H is an S-projector 
of G ;f and only ;f H = R,(H; S) E 9. 
Remark. This follows immediately from 2.14 and the characterization of 
F-projectors given in [3, Lemma 5.11. However, we give an alternative 
proof here. 
Proof of 2.15. Suppose, first, that H is an F-projector of G. We show by 
induction on the order of G that H is “self s-reducing” in G. The result is 
trivial if G = 1. 
Let R = R,(H; 9). We have to show that H = R. If R is a proper 
subgroup of G, then by induction, since H is an F-projector of R, 
H = R,(H; 9). However, it is clear that R,(H; F) = R, and so the result 
follows. We may suppose, therefore, without loss of generality, that R = G. 
Assume for a contradiction that H < R = G. Let N be any nontrivial 
normal subgroup of G. Then HNjN is an F-projector of G/N, so by induction 
HNIN = R,,#N/N, g) = RN/N = G/N by 2.8. Thus G = HN for 
all nontrivial normal subgroups N of G. Since H < G, it follows that 
CoreH = 1. 
Let N be a minimal normal subgroup of G; then G = I1N. Now C,(N) 
is a normal subgroup of G. Therefore, since Core H = 1, C,(N) = 1. Hence 
C,(N) = N. Let ( N ( = pa and assume that N is an g-eccentric chief 
factor of G. Then, since H complements N in G, it follows that H is an 
%-abnormal maximal subgroup of G. Thus H = R by 2.13, a contradiction. 
Therefore Nis an P-central chief factor of G, and hence G/N= -q,(N) Ef((p). 
Thus 
G E To+(P) = %*%f(P>. 
However, for q f p, G/N E HE 9 C Y,,Yqf(q); thus 
Therefore, G E fi, s”,,YQ{(q) = 3. S ince H is an P-projector of G, we must 
have G = H, a contradiction. This contradiction shows that N = R = G, as 
required. 
Conversely, suppose H = R,(II; 9) E F. G is a finite soluble group, so 
certainly G E JPP for some integer t > 0. We show by induction on t, that 
His an F-projector of G. 
If t = 0, then G E P, so by 2.10, G < R,(H; F) = H. Thus H = G is 
an s-projector of G. 
If t > 1, let F = F(G) be the Fitting subgroup of G; then G/F is an 
&“e-r%-group and by 2.8, R,,,(HF/F, 3) = HFIF. Thus by induction 
HF/F is an s-projector of G/F. 
Let E be an g-projector of HF; then by Gaschutz’ Lemma (7.9(c), p. 699 
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of [Sj), E is an 9-projector of G. Now HE 9, and F is contained in the 
Fitting subgroup of HF, so by 5.12 of [3], H = Ex n H for some element x of 
HF. Thus H < E” E 9, and so 2.10 implies that E” < Ro(H; %“I> = H. 
We, therefore, have H = E”, an %-projector of G, as required. 
Finally, in this section we wish to show the relation between the present 
work and that of A. Mann [6]. 
We let 52 be the set of all F-bases of G. Then G acts on R by conjugation 
and hence G can be regarded as a permutation group on B. Let H be a 
subgroup of 6, and let 4 be the set of F-bases of G reducing into H. Let 4, 
be the block generated by 4, i.e., 4, is the smallest subset of G containing 4 
such that for each element g of G, either 4, = (4,)~ or 4, n (do)0 - the 
empty set. 
DEFINITION. We define Q&H; 9) to be the stabilizer in G of 4, , i.e., the 
set of all elements g in G such that (Lj,,)” = 4, . 
Remurk. If F = M, then !C? is the collection of all Sylow bases of G, and 
QG(W; JV) is the subgroup Q,(H) defined in Mann’s paper [6]. 
LEMMA 2.16. If H is a subgroup of G, tken R,(H; F) is sev S-reduchzg 
in 6. 
Proqf. Let R = R,(H; F); we have to show that R&R; g) = R. 
Suppose P(Z) is an s-basis of G which reduces into H. Then by 2.11, 
9(Z) also reduces into R. Therefore, 
R,(R; g) = (x E G; S(.Zp reduces into R). 
Suppose that x is a generator of R,(R; 9), i.e., P(Zy reduces into R. 
Then P(,Z)z n R = {S:, n RP} is an P-basis of R, where .Z = (S,,). 
Using the conjugacy of s-bases and the fact that F(Z) n R = (SD, n Rp) is 
an P-basis of R, there exists an element r of R such that F(Zp’ n R = 
9(Z) n R. NOW -F(Z) n R reduces into H, and, therefore, 9(Z)“’ reduces 
into H, Therefore, XY E R,(H; F) = R. Hence x E R and Ro(R; 9) < R. 
Equality follows from 2.4, and hence the result is proven 
LEMMA 2.17. If H is a selfg-reducilzg subgroup of G, hen 4 is a block and 
QG(H; F) = H. 
Proof. Let x be an element of G, and suppose that 4 n ils is not empty. 
Let F;(E) be an F-basis of G in 4 n 43~. Then 9(E) and 9(Z)2-l both 
reduce into H. Therefore ~-1 E R,(hl, 9) = H, and hence 4 = 4”. Thus 4 
is a block; therefore, QG(N; F) is the stabilizer in G of 4 = 4, . But if 
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A = AB, then as above x E H. Therefore, Q,(H; 9) < H. However, the 
reverse inequality clearly holds, and the result is proven. 
THEOREM 2.18. For each subgroup H of G, Ro(H; 9) = Q,(H, 9). 
Proof. By Lemmas 2.16 and 2.17, the set of P-bases of G which reduce 
into R = R,(H; 9) is a block A, with stabilizer R in G. Moreover, by 
2.11, A CA, and since A, is a block, we must have A,, < A,. Therefore, the 
stabilizer, Q&H, 9) of A, is contained in the stabilizer R of A, . 
Conversely, suppose that g(Z) is an S-basis of G which reduces into H. 
Then if .x is a generator of R = R,(H; S), i.e., if S(Zp reduces into H, then 
S(Z) and P(Zp both belong to A. Therefore, 
P(Z) E A n A”” C A, n (A,,)“? 
But A, is a block; so A, = (A,,>“-I. Thus N belongs to the stabilizer Qo(H; 9) 
of A,. Therefore, R < Qo(H; 9). Hence R,(H; P) = Qc(H; 9), and the 
proof is complete. 
Remark. As a special case of this theorem, taking 9 = Jv; we see that 
R,(H) = Q,,(H), the subgroup defined in Mann’s paper. 
3. THE FIRST CONVERGENCE PROCESS 
In this section we describe the first method of constructing an S-projector 
as the limit of a series of subgroups of G. 
LEMMA 3.1. If G E ./lrr9 where t 3 1, and D is an 9-normalizer of G, 
then R,(D; 9) E M-Is. 
Proof. We use induction on t. 
If t = 1, then by 5.6 of [3], D is an F-projector of G; so by 2.14, 
D = R,(D; 3) ~9. 
If t > 1, let F be the Fitting subgroup of G. Then G/F E JV-~$. So by 
induction, R,(D; 9)F/F = RGIF(DF/F, %=) E JV-‘~ 
Therefore R,(D; $)F E J-19, and since F is subgroup closed (because 
each formation /(p) is subgroup closed), R,(D; cF) E JP-~S=, as required. 
Let D = No(S(Z)) be the S-normalizer of G associated to the Sylow 
basis 2 = (S,,} of G. Define D, = D, = D and RO = G. Now Z reduces 
into D; so, by 2.2 and 2.11, F(E) re d uces into R, = R,(D,; 9). Let 
Dz = NR1(F(Z) n RJ = n, NR,(SP, n R,“). Then by the above argument, 
P(Z) n R, reduces into R, = R,JD,; 9); so letting 
D, = N&W) n R,) n 4) = n K&% n W), 
P 
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we may, in this way, continue to obtain two series of subgroups of 6: 
such that F(Z) reduces into Di and Ri for all i. Where we want to specify 
the group in question, we shall put Dj = Di(G) and Ri = RI(G). 
LEMMA 3.2. For each integer i, Di < D,+, < Rlel < Ri . 
Proof. We use induction on i. 
If i = 0, then D = D, = D, ,( R, = R,(D,; 9) < R, = G by 2.4. 
Suppose inductively that DieI < D, < Ri < Ri-, . Now Di -< Ri implies 
that D, normalizes Rio, for each prime p. Therefore Di normalizes 
(S,, r! Rf’l) n RLp = S,, n Rip, for all primes p. Therefore, 
Rut by 2.4, Di+l < R,,(D,+l; F) = Ri+l . Thus D, < Di+, < Ricl < Ri, 
and the result holds by induction. 
LEMMA 3.3. If N is a normal subgroup of G, then fw each integer i, 
D,(G/N) = D,(G)N/N and R,(G/N) = R,(G)N/N. 
Proof. This follows directly from the homomorphism invariance of 
F-normalizers (Corollary 2, p. 185 of [3]) and F-reducers (2.8). 
LEMMA 3.4. If G E NtF, then the two series 
D, = D, < D, < D, < ..I 
R, > Ri, > R, > R, 3 I’. 
terminate. Moreover .-. Dtwr = Dtfl = Dt = R, = R,,, = R,+, ... 
Pmof. We show the result by induction on t. 
If t = 0, then G E 9 and D --_ G. Thus by 2.4, R, = G, and the result 
follows. 
If t > 1, then R, E Jt-l* by 3.1. Therefore, by induction on t, 
e-0 DI+,(RR,) = D,(R,) = D,-,(R,) = R&R,) = R,(R,) .*a 
But it is cIear that, by beginning the construction with the F-normalizer 
D, of R, , we obtain D,(R,) = D,, and R,(R,) = R,, for all i. Therefore, 
..m D - Dt,, = tf;? D, = R, = R,,, *.. and the result is proven. 
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LEimlA 3.5. For each integm i > 1, Ri = R,(Di; 9). 
Proof. We show the result by induction on i. 
If i = 1, then R, = RG(Dl; 9) by definition; so we may assume inductively 
that RiRi_, = RG(Diel; 9). Now DieI < Di E 9, and s(Z) reduces into both 
Di and DiM1 . Suppose that x is a generator of R,(Di; P), i.e., suppose that 
s(Z>” reduces into Di . Then by 2.9, s&Z>” also reduces into DieI; so 
x E Ro(Diml; 9) = R,M1 . Therefore x E Rxf-,(D~; F) = Ri . Hence 
Ro(Di; 9) < Ri . The reverse inequality is clear from the definition of Ri , 
and the lemma is complete. 
G is a finite soluble group; so, assuredly, GE APtg for some integer 
t > 0. We define the subgroups D, and R, of G to be 
Then it is clear that 
D, = D, = D,,, = a.. 
R, = Ri = Rietl = .‘.. 
D, = N&F(E) n R,) = n Nx,(Sp, n R,p) 
P 
R, = RR,(Dm; 9). 
THEOREM 3.6. D, = Rm is an g-projector of G. 
Proof. We suppose that G EJPF, then D, = D6 = Rt = R, by 3.4. 
Moreover, by 3.5, D, = R, = R,(D,; 9) = R,(D,; g). But D, = D, is 
an $-normalizer of Rtel, so is an s-subgroup of G. D, is, therefore, 
a self F-reducing s-subgroup of G, and therefore by 2.15 an F-projector 
of G. 
4. THE SECOND CONVERGENCE PROCESS 
In this final section we describe the second way of obtaining an F-projector 
of G as the limit of a series of subgroups of G. 
Suppose D is any P-subgroup of G. Suppose GE .,Pg. Define R, = G 
and D,, = D, and, for each integer i > 0, define inductively Ri+l = 
R,(Di; %J and Di+l any .%--projector of R,+l . 
THEOREM 4.1. The above convergence process yields an F-projector of G. 
More precisely, D,,, = D,,, = Dt+3 = . ** is an s-projector of G. 
Proof. We use induction on t. 
If t = 0, then G E 9 and 2.10 shows that G < Ro(D; F) = RI . There- 
fore G = RI and Dl is an F-projector of G. Thus by 2.15, R2 = Dl and hence 
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D, = D, = D, = ... so that the result holds. Suppose t > 0, and let F be 
the Fitting subgroup of G. By the homomorphism invariance of s-reducers 
and $-projectors, it follows that the subgroups D,(G/F) = DiqlF and 
R,(G,lF) = R,F/F are the i-th terms in a “convergence series” of G/F, the 
commencing term in this series being the F-subgroup DF/F of G/F. Now 
G/F EJ+‘“~-~~; so by induction, D,F/F is an g-projector of GjF, and 
D,F/F = D,,,FjF = ‘--. 
Let E be an s-projector of DtF = Dt,lF. By Gaschutz’ Lemma (7.5(c) 
pi 699 of [5]), E is an F-projector of G. 
Now F is contained in the Fitting subgroup of D,F. So by 5.12 
of [3], Dt < EY for some element y in DtF. But Ey FF’; so by 2.10, 
EY < R,(D,; F) = Ii,,, . Therefore, Ev is an T-projector of R,+r , and so 
there exists an element z in R,+l such that EY” = II),,, . D,,, is, therefore, 
an g-projector of G, and so 2.15 implies that R,+, = Dt+l . It follows that 
D tfl = D,,.? = D,,, = -.., and the theorem is complete. 
Remark. If we take for the formation function +‘, /(p) = Cl> for all primes 
p, then P = A’, and the F-reducers are the ordinary reducers. It then 
fohows that the two convergence processes defined in Sections 3 and 4 
reduce to those introduced by Fischer. 
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